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Geneva Declaration – 2019: 
Building Community for Weather, 
Climate and Water Actions

… We URGE all stakeholders from public, private and academic sectors ... to foster and maintain 
fair and transparent arrangements, adhere to quality and service standards, to advance collective 
objectives in delivering public goods ...

WMO Strategic Plan 2020-2023
… Members must support their NMHSs to better and readily adapt to this 
dynamic changing environment, while WMO must elaborate the means to 
strengthen cooperation, mutual reinforcement and complementarity among state 
and non-state actors. It is important to advocate for the essential role of NMHSs 
in providing the critical infrastructure, competence and authoritative services for 
serving their governments’ fundamental public good function for protecting life 
and property…
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Defining public goods
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• A product or service can be a public good by necessity and by  choice
• Conditions necessitating public provision:

• When a service automatically encompasses the entire community (e.g.a  dike, law
enforcement)

• When service delivery is hard to decompose into separate (actor specific)  
transactions …. technical development tends to reduce this issue

• When duplicate systems would be wasteful (sewer system, radar networks)
• Service is vital to the community and not easy to replace in case of failure
• A very large and/or risky endeavor of which the risks are too large for  private firms 

(e.g. basic R&D and related facilities such as CERN, ECMWF)

•Conditions making (regulated) public provision recommended
• When a service entails a natural monopoly (e.g. electricity distribution)

• When a service has a merit good character ((basic) education, health care)
• When private provision entails social and moral risks (penitentiary centre)



Gradations in public provision
• Some services are automatically provided without transactions (e.g.

automated observation to some extent)

• Some services are made available for free (e.g. observation data)

• Some services are provided for free, even though there is identifiable  
exchange (e.g. weather warning)

• For mobile apps, the information is free, but the message delivery is charged

• Some services may have gradations in public availability
• Free at a basic level, charged at advanced levels and/or using qualified free access
• Open data ≠ free data; also public open data may require some kind of fee (as long as  the fee 

and/or registration obligation is not prohibitive to potential users)

• Service provision as:
• Public (e.g. ministerial) department
• Agency
• Public company (e.g. regional waste collection) 100% public owned
• Private company, subject to strict market regulation (fees, profits, duties, ..)
• Private company, in which state / municipality has a significant stake

most NM(H)Ss in these categories
some NM(H)Ss
in this category
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Innovations and  
new policies  
(climate; hazard  
mgt.) invoke  
product  
development that  
gravitates towards  
hybrid solutions

Source: Perrels 2019

Public – private - hybrid



WCS value chain
upstream midstream downstream

private meteo data  
non-meteo data & skills

non-meteo
data & skills

Public largely  
by necessity

Public largely by  
choice (merit)

Source: Perrels et al 2013



Merit good: is a good or service which can engender more societal and private benefits than
(initially) recognized, and hence is easily undersupplied and -consumed, if its provision is
entirely left to the private sector. This notion applies for example to education, (preventive)
health care, transport safety, and arguably to many segments of the weather & climate
services market.

Merit goods exist largely due to transparency failures, which make it hard for a potential user
to judge what net benefits could be expected, and thereby resulting in less use than what
would be optimal for users and society.

This may mean that in a maturing market the motive for continued public intervention gets
weakened, i.e. implying a move from strict public provision to a more open but still (quality)
regulated market. In some cases merits can be realized with lighter regulation only.

This means that – market condition sensitized - evaluation and valuation of (public) weather
and climate services is recommendable.

WCS as a merit good

Source: Perrels et al 2013



Delineating the (non) market of climate services

• Different actors tend to regard only a part of the ‘market’
• Prime driver behind use of CS often not adaptation, but operational resilience  

(preparedness for the coming months/years); also mitigation and SDGs can play arole

Source: Perrels et al 2020



Business models
Explore business models for given market  
conditions, product properties and  
resourcing prerequisites

Businessmodels Applicability comments
0. CSis developed on the basis of a

public grant, and intended CS is
hopedto beeffectiveenough
to face positiveWTPfromusers or
state

Most EU and national funding schemes for CS development inpublic

organisations are based on this model, which lacks guarantees after the pilot phas  even 
though project design requirements emphasize inclusion of future users and  assessment of 
market prospects; through stakeholder processes and crowd sourcing fitness for purpose 
may get further enhanced

1. CS is developed in conjunction  
with private or club-based  
observation capacity

Private sector funding from observation capacity owners or 3rd parties (venture  
capital); through stakeholder processes fitness for purpose may get further  enhanced

2. As part of basic service of a  public 
organisation and funded  from 
the basicbudget

This can be okay for entirely upstream climate data, but leaves little room for  
development and user orientation, and therefore not suitable for mid-and  
downstream CS

3. Provision on the basis of a public  
service contract betweena
public organisation and one or  
more
ministries

This can function for all stages of CS, but especially relevant for mid-and  downstream 
CS of which continuity and generic (public) access is deemed importan  funding may have 
performance basedelements

4. As a largely self-financing

public service of a public  
organisation

This becomes a relevant option if options 1 and 2 are insufficient to coversome CS

of a public organisation; yet, if marginal cost of use are low, it violates PSI and  INSPIRE 
directives and may stall uptake of CS; moreover, in some cases it might just as well be a 
private service

5. As a partnership of several  
public provider organisations
augmenting the value of the  
services byadding
complementary dataand
information

The use value of climate information and the enabled CS grows quickly if a large  
diversity of information can be offered in a systematic way; yet data and user
interface management and maintenance need still some funding—so this model  could be 
combined with no. 2 (and showing savings compared to X times separate
no. 2) or some kind of user or member fee may help; this partnership could also be

mandatory, skipping CS of the constituent organisations. This concerns mainly up- and 
midstream CS.

6. As a partnership of both service  
providers and users to provide  
tailored, often co-designed,
information to users (and also  
back to providers) (PPP or  
PuPuP)

In this case the CS are modelled after the needs of the users,thereby
ensuring good value; by further expanding the datasets/information more options  to 
include impact indicators and evaluation options; often much broader set of skill  needed 
to fully exploit all the information; all or most partners contribute, while co  sharing 
and/or internal pricing can be partnership specific; possibly also some  service delivery to 
3rd parties based on different (higher) prices

7. Multistage CS development and  use 
partnership (PPP)

One or a few public organisations with (upstream) CS knowledge cooperate with  private 
organisation(s) (mid-/downstream) to first develop and subsequently deploy
CS; the CS deployment (regular provision) is done by the private organisation, but  
product improvement cycles may include public partners; funding of the public  
organisations is based on either invoicing their labour cost and/or by sha8ring in the
expected revenue flow of the operational CS; in early stages of the project an
external private or public funder is necessary

Source: Stegmaier&Perrels 2019



Concluding observations
• A part of the weather and climate services has an inherent public character,either  

because of the societal vital interests related to the information or because of  wasteful 
duplication of infrastructure or because of risky R&D needed

• Other weather and climate services can have a strong merit good characterand  
therefore justify more or less public intervention

• For different segments of the value chain different degrees of public intervention  
necessity apply, and these conditions merit to be re-evaluated from time to time due  to 
technical and organizational innovations

• Technical change tends to improve the options for more market based provision  
options

• WCS product innovations tend to evolve into multi-party public-private collaborative  
forms, both at international levels and at regional (sub-national) levels
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Public and Private Weather and Climate Services
Separation of responsibilities

Public WCS

• Core data services

• Maintenance of national observation systems

• Global NWP models (ECMWF)

• Limited area high-resolution models (NM(H)Ss

Private WCS

• Value added data services

• Add temporal and spatial resolution

• Statistical post-processing of core NWP data (e.g. 
bias correction)

• Transforming weather data into other quantities 
(e.g. wind power, # faults)• Scientific Centre of Excellence

• Fundamental research

• Warning responsibility

• Society disruptive events

• Centre of Innovation

• Applied R&D

• Decision Support Systems

• Community facing • Industry facing

Confidential



Public Good and Private Sector value add

Successful examples

Confidential



Forecasting electrical faults

Public data
• NMS station observations
• ECMWF forecast data
• Innovation funding

Private sector value add
• Industry knowledge
• Bespoke modeling (electrical faults)
• Decision Support Tool

Confidential



Wind Warning System for high-speed train

Public data
• NMS station observations
• Radar data
• ECMWF forecast data

Private sector value add
• Industry knowledge
• Placement and maintenance of extra wind sensors
• Applied research into wind thresholds
• High-availability, fully automated warning service

Confidential
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THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION !

https://public.wmo.int/ppe
Your feedback and contribution are welcome to ppe@wmo.int


